
Math 3315 / CSE 3365, Spring 2018
Due May 3

Project 2 – Numerical Integration
The first section of this project will be checked in lab on Monday, April 23 – this completion
grade will count for 10% of the overall project.

The final project is due by 5:00 pm on Thursday, May 3, and should be uploaded to Canvas.
Instructions on what should be turned in are included at the end of this document.

1. Adaptive Numerical Integration:
Matlab functions composite midpoint.m, composite trapezoid.m, composite Simpson.m,
composite Gauss2.m and composite Gauss4.m, for approximating∫ b

a
f(x) dx

using the composite midpoint, trapezoid, Simpson, 2-node Gauss, and 4-node Gauss methods
on each of m subintervals of [a, b] have been provided on the course web page. A testing routine
quadrature test.m has also been provided to examine the convergence of each method.

The fundamental purpose of any solver for a problem is to provide a result that has a desired
accuracy, as opposed to just a result from a desired amount of work (think back to our nonlinear
solver codes). In this part of the project, you will create an adaptive numerical integration
function. This Matlab m-function should have the calling syntax

function [Iappr,n,Ntot] = adaptive_int(f, a, b, rtol, atol)

and it should attempt to compute ∫ b

a
f(x) dx

by calling a composite integration function (either one of those provided, or one of your own) in
an adaptive manner. The goal here is to construct an approximation of the true integral such
that

|I(f)− Iappr,n(f)| < rtol |I(f)|+ atol, (1)

where

I(f) =

∫ b

a
f(x) dx,

and where you attain Iappr,n(f) with as little overall computation as possible. The outputs from
your function should be:

• Iappr – this is your computed solution, Iappr,n(f)

• n – this is the final number of subintervals that you chose (i.e., it is the n that gave rise
to your Iappr output)

• Ntot – this is the accumulated total of all integrand evaluations that you required within
your adaptivity strategy to obtain your final solution.



Note: your value of Ntot must include the cumulative total of nf outputs from all calls that you
make to the composite integration formula. Hence, when I say “as little computation as possible”
I mean that you should strive to minimize Ntot.

The challenge with the error bound (1) is that we do not know the true integral, I(f). However,
for rapidly-convergent methods, an approximation using sufficiently more subintervals, e.g.,
Iappr,n+k(f) for k > 1, will be sufficiently more accurate than Iappr,n(f). Hence the equation (1)
could be modeled with the approximation

|Iappr,n+k(f)− Iappr,n(f)| < rtol |Iappr,n+k(f)|+ atol. (2)

Different composite integration formulas will require different values of k (higher-order methods
can typically utilize smaller k than lower-order methods).

Your adaptive int function should update n adaptively until the bound (2) is satisfied. Your
goal here is to obtain errors below the target tolerance, but not too far below, so that your solver
does not work harder than necessary. At one extreme, updating n = n+1 until (2) is satisfied
will result in the minimum n, but could take too much work before an acceptable solution is
found; at the other extreme updating n = n*100 will rapidly find an acceptable n, but will
almost certainly result in too much work. Be creative here.

Create a Matlab script in the file test adapt.m that uses your adaptive int function to in-
tegrate the same problem as before, but now using the pairs of tolerances (rtol, atol) with
atoli = rtoli/1000, and rtol =

{
10−2, 10−4, 10−6, 10−8, 10−10, 10−12

}
. For each set of tolerances,

print the true values of |I(f)− Iappr,n(f)| and (rtol |I(f)|+ atol), as well as the n and Ntot

required by your method. Does your method achieve the desired error bounds? How hard did
it have to work to do so? Explain your findings.

Note: you will be calling adaptive int numerous times for the remainder of the project, so a
significant component of your grade on will hinge on the overall efficiency of your adaptivity
strategy.

2. Application:
Steel can be hardened by increasing the concentration of carbon relative to iron in the alloy.
This may be accomplished through a process named “carburizing,” in which the steel is heated
and exposed to a gas with high carbon concentration, causing the carbon to diffuse into the
metal. At a constant temperature, the concentration of carbon C(x, t, T ) at a distance x (in
meters) from the surface, at time t (in seconds), for a specified temperature T (in Kelvin) is
given by the formula

C(x, t, T ) = Cs − (Cs − C0) erf

(
x√

4tD(T )

)
, (3)

where C0 is the initial carbon concentration in the steel, Cs is the carbon concentration in the
gas, and D(T ) is the temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient of the steel,

D(T ) = 6.2× 10−7 exp

(
−8× 104

8.31T

)
, (4)



The so-called error function is defined as

erf(y) =
2√
π

∫ y

0
e−z2 dz. (5)

In this project, we will consider a steel with initial carbon concentration C0 = 0.001 and gas
carbon concentration Cs = 0.02.

Create Matlab files named my erf.m and carbon.m that have the first lines

function erf = my_erf(y, rtol, atol)

and

function C = carbon(x, t, T, rtol, atol)

The first of these functions should use your adaptive int function to evaluate equation (5).
The second of these functions should use equation (4) and your my erf function to evaluate
equation (3) for specified input values of x, t and T .

Write a Matlab script in a file test carbon.m that performs the following tasks:

• Create a figure to display carbon concentrations versus time, for times ranging from 1
second to 48 hours, and for a depth of 2 mm. You should overlay 5 curves, one for each
of the temperatures 800, 900, 1000, 1100 and 1200 Kelvin; each curve should use different
colors or line styles. In your calculations for these data, you should use the tolerances
rtol = 10−11 and atol = 10−15 when calling carbon.

After creating the plot, use the commands

grid on;

ax = gca;

ax.XTick = [1*3600, 6*3600, 12*3600, 24*3600, 36*3600, 48*3600];

ax.XTickLabel = {’1 hr’, ’6 hr’, ’12 hr’, ’24 hr’, ’36 hr’, ’48 hr’};

to add grid lines to the plot, and to label 1, 6, 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours on the x-axis. Also
label the axes, add a title, and include a legend to indicate the temperature for each curve.

• Create a second figure with the same results, but for a depth of 4 mm.

Discuss these plots and explain their significance.

Write another Matlab script named application.m (along with any other requisite functions)
that uses your carbon function to solve the following problem:

Determine the temperature, accurate to 0.0001 K, at which a depth of 3.0 mm in the steel will
reach a carbon concentration of 0.6% under carburization at t = 36 hours.

Your code should output this answer with sufficient precision to show all relevant digits of the
solution.



Given the precision of this answer, simple guess-and-check is not an option. Instead, I recom-
mend that you formulate this question as a root-finding problem, create the relevant root-finding
function, and use a solver from Project 1 to find the answer. You should use the integration
tolerances rtol = 10−14 and atol = 10−15 when calling carbon to ensure that your results are
sufficiently accurate to guarantee a reliable result. When starting your root-finding method,
you should use the results of your plots from test carbon.m to determine your initial guess or
initial interval. Discuss your codes and your solution, and explain why your answer makes sense
given your earlier results.

What to turn in:
Everything should be turned in on Canvas, in two separate files.

Codes: Create a single “.zip” or “.tgz” file with all of the MATLAB functions and scripts that
you used in your project as separate “.m” files (this includes the files that were provided to you
in class). Upload this to the “Project 2 Codes” assignment on Canvas.

Report: Create a single “.pdf” file (write this in whichever program you prefer, e.g. Word, and
convert the result to PDF to turn in) – submissions in any other format will lose points. Upload
this report to the “Project 2 Report” assignment on Canvas. In this report, you should:

• Use complete sentences and paragraphs.

• Explain the problems that were solved, and the mathematical approaches used on them.

• Describe your codes, including a discussion on any unique decisions that you made.

• Discuss all of your computed results. In this portion, you should include your plots.

• Answer all questions posed in this project.

• In your own words, explain why you found the results that you did, justifying them math-
ematically if possible.

• Include your MATLAB functions and scripts either within the body of your report or
as appendices at the end of your report – I recommend that you use a fixed-width font,
e.g. Courier, for your codes so that they display properly.


